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ABSTRACT

The aim of this research is finding the effect of one period of training on hemoglobin, hematocrit, RBC of athlete girls. In this research effect of eight weeks aerobic training which including 40 minute running twice a week with 60 to 65 percent reserve heart rate on HB, HCT & RBC were examined. 13 athlete girls were selected none randomly. The samples did not have any disease. They were not smokers. The samples are asked that they go to the laboratory in 9 clocks at morning for performing blood examination. Getting blood sampling was performed in seventh day of girl's follicular period. Training was eight weeks & twice on each week. Each session were 40 minutes running with 60 to 65 percent of reserve heart impulse for girls. Automatic machines for measuring of hemoglobin, hematocrit & RBC were used. Raw information was considered by using of descriptive statistics methods which conclude of tables, means & standard deviation. Also deduction statistic method which was concluded student of associate groups was considered. For refusing or accepting of hypothesis level (< %5 or = %5) was considered & spss was used. It was seen significant decrease in HB, HCT, and RBC in athlete girls. (P > 5%)
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INTRODUCTION

Exercise & physical activity are essential factors on health. Exercise promotes human ability in contrast to psychological, social, economic problems. The ability of physical activity is varied in people. This variety has direct relation with organs of body by activity. One of these organs is blood circulation & its transferring components of oxygen which has an important role during & after adaption with activity (1).

Blood is a tissue. The essential act of blood is to maintaining of hemostasis of internal tissues of body. A lot of actions are done in the body which change the internal environment of chemical
component, for example some changes will occur by contraction of muscles (2). Like others of body organs, blood does not give the same response to every physical activity. Kind of activity, intensity & duration are situations which body show effective reaction from itself (3).

Hematological indexes such as HB, HCT & RBC have basic duty for transfer of oxygen for active tissues. Therefore body capacity & Vo2 max is dependent on transferring of active oxygen to active tissues. Therefore the importance of hematological indexes in providing of consumes oxygen in active tissue & consequently in body efficiency is more shown (4).

Observations show athletes which do exercise trainings well, have more HB & RBC concentration in comparison to none active persons (5). Different researches show paradox results in this area.

Therefore, one question which always repeats is that: do training program cause changes in blood hematological indexes or not?

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

13 girls (18 to 22 years) were selected unrandomly from university students. The samples did not have any disease. They were not smokers. The samples are asked that they go to the laboratory in 9 clocks at morning for performing blood examination. Getting blood sampling was performed in seventh day of girl s follicular period. Training was eight weeks & twice on each week .Each session were 40 minutes running with 60 to 65 percent of reserve heart impulse for girls.

Raw information was considered by using of descriptive statistics methods which conclude of tables, means & standard deviation. Also deduction statistic method which was concluded student of associate groups was considered. For refusing or accepting of hypothesis level (< %5 or = %5) was considered &spss was used.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In table1 is shown t value, free degree & p value of blood samples in related to hematological indexes such as HB, HCT & RB. AS is shown in training causes significant decrease in HB, HCT & RBC in athlete girls. Increasing of Plasma volume causes dilution of blood & as a result decreasing of RBC. Decreasing of RBC can be from two factors: 1 -decreasing of RBC production because of nonexistence of makers of RBC. 2 – Destruction of RBC in effect by foot mechanical shock & damaging of old RBC. Decreasing of RBC causes decreasing of HB. It seems hematological indexes decreasing of plasma volume, which is a useful mechanism is agreement with endurance situations (6). The decrease of HB is because of increasing of plasma volume. The probably decrease of HB concentration can be in related to RBC damaging (hemolysis).In some exercises like running, the cellule membrane will slit & it’s HB& enzymes will free. AS a result RBC will analysis faster. RBC & HB is dependent on iron existence. Without iron, RBC metabolism will derange (7).

It seems, hematological decreases by effect of endurance exercises is due to plasma volume increasing which a useful mechanism is in related to adoptions to endurance situations. In normal
phase this situation is because of blood concentration decreasing (8). Athletes especially endurance athletes have less HCT & HB in compare to untrained people. On the other hand, when athletes compared with ordinary people, they tend to weak anemia. This is an unreal anemia which is because of aerobic trainings. In this state plasma volume will increase in compare to first state. Dilution of blood cause decreasing in portion of HB, RBC & HCT. On the other hand low HCT in athletes is an untrue anemia (9).

Opposite of existence information, there is one point that is not exactly answer to it: what volume of exercise training intensity can have the best effect on hematological indexes in increasing of probably changes in hematological indexes in increasing of body training & exercise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change reference</th>
<th>T value</th>
<th>Free degree</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCT (%)</td>
<td>2/313*</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0/045</td>
<td>no significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBC (10 12/L)</td>
<td>2/710*</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0/034</td>
<td>no significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB (10 G/L)</td>
<td>2/313*</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0/045</td>
<td>no significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$p<0.05$ *

CONCLUSION

It seems aerobic training has essential effect on blood and its components. In this research significant decrease in HB, HCT, and RBC in athlete girls was seen. (P > 5%) It is needed more researches for finding of the effect of training on blood and as a result athlete performance.
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